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ONE MAN CROSSCUT SAW BY LYNX

These large crosscut saws are used mostly in forestry work

and the crosscutting of large logs. But in recent years, these

have been bought by people aiming to cut their own fire

wood etc. They are a great alternative to chain saws in both a

safety and environmental way and can be used by anyone!

Get the family to help!

The One Man Cross Cut Saw with Champion Tooth (Standard)

or Great American Tooth has a clear finished beech handle

and comes complete with an auxiliary handle which can be

attached to the front of the blade so you can get some

additional assistance with cutting if necessary. The handle

can also be fitted to the top of the blade to help you push the

blade if using alone.

Saw Tooth Options

Great American Style Tooth

The teeth are a Great American style tooth which means

each tooth cuts the wood and clears the shavings. The gullets

to enable the waste wood to be cleared whilst cutting.

Champion Tooth

The latest addition to our one man crosscut saw family, the

champion tooth pattern is a style of tooth pattern that has

cutter teeth that cut the wood and it has raker teeth that

remove the wood waste as you push and pull the saw

through the wood. The gullets also assist in clearing the

waste wood. Having these variants on the saw can lead to

more efficient cutting.

These large saws are used mostly in forestry work and the

crosscutting of large logs. But in recent years, these have

SKU Option Part # Price

1041014
Size: 1220mm (4'), Tooth Style: Champion

Tooth
$299

8001748
Size: 1220mm (4'), Tooth Style: Great

American Tooth

4FT1MAN-

GAT
$299

8001747
Size: 915mm (3'), Tooth Style: Champion

Tooth

3FT1MAN-

CT
$279

8000321
Size: 915mm (3'), Tooth Style: Great American

Tooth

3FT1MAN-

GAT
$279

Model

Type Crosscut Saw

SKU 8001747

Part Number 3FT1MAN-GAT

Brand Lynx

Country of Origin

Manufactured in Sheffield, England

Features

Standard Inclusions Saw + Auxiliary Handle

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.8 kg
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been bought by people aiming to cut their own fire wood etc.

They are a great alternative to chain saws in both a safety

and environmental way and can be used by anyone! Get the

family to help!

The One Man Cross Cut Saw is 3ft long with Champion Tooth

has a clear finished beech handle and comes complete with

an auxiliary handle which can be attached to the front of the

blade so you can get some additional assistance with cutting

if necessary. The handle can also be fitted to the top of the

blade to help you push the blade if using alone.

Recommended File is our Large File.

A customer has confirmed he has cut frozen, wet logs

in Finland with this saw!

SAWS COMES WITH AN AUXILARY HANDLE AS

STANDARD.

Available as a 3ft and a 4ft version.

Maintenance: The large file (as seen on this page and on the

sharpening page) is used for sharpening these items. Saw

setting pliers are not appropriate for saws with teeth of this

size.

Sizing advice: we recommend a saw length that is

double the size of wood you are wanting to cut i.e., if

you log has 2ft diameter, you’d need a 4ft saw. This is

to ensure that you can get enough stroke in your

cutting.

Key Features 

Beech Handle plus Auxiliary Handle for use as a Two Man

version if required

Special Great American Tooth pattern for use on logs etc or

Champion Style Tooth pattern which means each tooth cuts

the wood and clears the shavings. The gullets to enable the

waste wood to be cleared whilst cutting.

Can be Re-sharpened using a Large File

Please check this link to see how the auxiliary handle

fits to the

saw: https://www.youtube.com/shorts/HwWLZFiATZM  

Saws Sizes Available

1 Man - 915mm (3')

1 Man - 1220mm (4')

2 Man - 1220mm (4')

2 Man - 1525mm (5')

2 Man - 1830mm (6')

2 Man - 2135mm (7')

2 Man - 2440mm (8')
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